
B3 Insight Releases Produced Water Dataset for Wyoming

First-of-its-kind dataset includes all water rights, injection wells,
production sites and land parcels

DENVER, CO - (December 5, 2022) – B3 Insight (“B3”) announced today the release of
a comprehensive water data offering for Wyoming.  This unique dataset is the first of its
kind, and integrates data for injection wells, production sites, water rights and land
parcels in addition to many water management layers and workflow tools.  Available as
part of B3’s OilfieldH2O Platform, the Wyoming dataset complements existing datasets
for Texas, New Mexico, North Dakota and Oklahoma.

“This newly-released dataset for Wyoming provides our OilfieldH2O Platform users with
comprehensive and accurate information that chronicles the movement of water within
the state”, said Kelly Bennett, Chief Executive Officer of B3 Insight. “It is the first of its
kind, and we expect that operators and midstream service providers will benefit
immediately from the rich data when planning frac operations or water transportation.”

Wyoming is home to over 8,000 injection wells used for Enhanced Oil Recovery (EOR)
and Saltwater Disposal (SWD), which play a significant role in oilfield water
management.  With higher oil prices driving new well development, more produced
water needs to be managed.  Operators are permitting new SWDs, and by using B3’s
OilfieldH2O Platform, these wells can be tracked for location and monitored for injection
volume and pressure.

The Wyoming dataset also includes data on every production site or well that has ever
produced water.  Production site data is valuable for operators when sourcing reuse
water for frac and completions, and for midstream companies that transport and dispose
of excess volumes.  This data is updated automatically in the platform.

The Wyoming dataset includes:

● 250,000 water rights for both surface and groundwater, including rights for
non-oilfield applications

● Data for over 8,000 injection wells, including all SWDs
● 360,000 land parcels for water management and logistics planning
● 70,000 production sites including any site or well that has ever produced water
● Subsurface layers including depth and thickness to increase understanding of

disposal formations
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OilfieldH2O Platform users can access the Wyoming dataset through an interactive
web-based, geo-spatial interface with exceptional visualization, reporting, and export
capabilities.

About B3 

B3 delivers actionable insight through data and analytics for water-related decision
making. Through B3’s SaaS platform and other products, we combine environmental
and operational data and analytics to help customers evaluate assets, enhance
operational efficiencies, mitigate risk, allocate capital, and benchmark
performance. B3 provides value to organizations across numerous industries, enabling
diverse users to manage, analyze, and visualize growing datasets from a multitude of
disparate sources. For more information, visit B3insight.com. 

Contact: Rob Chrisman | 303.309.4078 | rchrisman@b3insight.com
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